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Abstract

We define notions of resource-bounded continuity and se-
quentiality for type-two functionals with total inputs, and
prove that there are continuous functionals which cannot
be efficiently simulated by sequential functionals. We also
show that for some naturally-defined classes of continuous
functionals, an efficient simulation is possible.

1. Introduction

The notion of continuity has long played an important
role in higher-type computability theory, as well as in the
theory of programming languages. A central theme in this
area is the relationship between continuity and sequentiality.
Continuity can be seen as a proper generalization of sequen-
tiality, although there are certain special cases for which the
two notions coincide for example when considering type-
two functionals with total function inputs. The primary pur-
pose of this paper it to point out that, even in this special
case, continuity is in fact more powerful then sequentiality
when the quantitative consideration of how much an input
function must be queried, is admitted.

Early models of continuous higher-type functionals were
proposed by Kleene [10] and Kreisel [13]. Kleene used the
term countable rather than continuous, reflecting the fact
that continuous functionals have countable representations.
At this point in history, sequential higher-type computabil-
ity was primarily understood in terms of Kleene’s schemas
S1-S9 [11],[12]. All of these models defined classes of func-
tionals with total input. It was readily apparent that at type
level two, the sequential and continuous functionals on total
inputs coincided. Later results by Tait [20] and by Gandy
and Hyland [4] showed that this was not the case at type
level three (see, e.g., Normann [16], x 4.3-4.4.)

More recently, the relative power of continuous and se-
quential functionals on total inputs has been considered by
Berger [1], Plotkin [18] and Normann [17]. Berger conjec-
tured in [1] that all effective elements in the hierarchy of to-
tal continuous functionals were in fact definable in (sequen-
tial) PCF. In [18], Plotkin proved a special case of the con-
jecture, which is proved in full generality by Normann in
[17]. Recently, new models of sequential higher-order func-
tionals have been proposed by Longley [14] and van Oosten
[23]. van Oosten’s model provides a simple combinatorial
structure which makes obvious the connection between se-
quential functionals and familiar notions of decision trees
from computational complexity theory.

While the results in this paper pertain to models for com-
putation in higher types, the techniques used are closely re-
lated to work in Boolean decision tree complexity. Namely,
a technique known as “Blum’s trick” ([2], [6], [21]), which
is used to show that Boolean functions with small nonde-
terministic and co-nondeterministic complexity have small-
depth decision trees is generalized to show that in certain
cases, sequential functionals can efficiently simulate con-
tinuous functionals. A lower bound on Boolean decision
trees for search problems [7] is the basis for our main result,
showing that in general, not all type-two continuous func-
tionals with total inputs can be efficiently simulated by se-
quential functionals. Note that the results presented here are
about functionals in the full type hierarchy (at level two.)

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1 We denote by N * N the set of all partial
functions from N to N and by N ! N the set of all total
functions. If f : N * N, then dom(f), the domain of f is
the set of all z 2 N for which f(z) is defined. A type-two
functional is a mapping F : (N * N) � N * N. A finite
function is a partial function c : N * N with finite domain.



A type-two functional F is continuous if for every f :
N * N and x 2 N for which F (f; x) is defined, there is a
finite setQ � dom(f) such that for all functionsg : N * N,
if f(z) = g(z) for all z 2 Q, then F (f; x) = F (g; x).

In [23], van Oosten introduces a class of sequential func-
tionals over all finite types, based on a combinatory alge-
bra of partial functions from N to N. We will follow his
approach in defining sequential type-two functionals. This
definition is based on the idea of a “dialogue” between g; f :
N * N. g queries f at a sequence of inputs, with each query
being determined only by answers to previous queries. Af-
ter a sufficient number of successful queries, g may produce
a final answer. Our definitions here are almost identical to
those of [23], although our final definition of sequentiality
is for the more general case of functionals which may take
functions as well as numbers as input.

Definition 2.2 Let h�i : N� ! N be an efficient sequence
encoding function. An encoding u = hu0; : : : ; un�1i of a
sequence is a dialogue between g; f : N * N if for all i,
0 � i < n � 1, there is a j such that g(u<i) = 2j and
f(j) = ui, where u<i = hu0; : : : ; ui�1i. The application
gjf is defined with value y (written gjf = y,) if there is a
dialogue u between g and f such that g(u) = 2y + 1. If
g(u<i) = 2j we will say that g queries f at j. If g(u) =
2y + 1, we will say that g answers y. For a given g and f ,
we do not rule out the possibility that there is no dialogue
between g and f (e.g., g may never answer, or may reach a
point where it does not have a query.) Moreover, there can
be no more than one possible dialogue between f and g.

If g : N � N * N and x 2 N, let gx denote the function
�z:g(x; z). Every such g determines a type-two functional
Fg defined by

Fg(f; x) = y iff gxjf = y:

A type two functional F is sequential if F = Fg for some
g : N � N * N

Suppose F = Fg is a sequential functional. Then for any
f and x, let

Queries(g; f; x) = f 1
2
gx(u

<i) j 0 � i < n� 1g;

where hu1; : : : ; un�1i is the dialogue between gx and f .

Note: The reader might wonder why we are giving first-
class status to natural numbers, rather than working with
pure types (representing x 2 N as �y:x.) While the latter
approach would be possible, in our opinion the benefit of
working directly with numbers outweighs the drawback of
a mixed type structure.

We note the following alternate characterization of se-
quentiality:

Proposition 2.1 A type-two functional F is sequential iff
there is an oracle Turing machine M and a function g such
that F =Mg .

PROOF: Suppose F = Fg . It is easy to construct an or-
acle Turing machine M so that Mg on inputs f and x just
follows the dialogue between gx and f to compute F (f; x).
The converse follows directly from the sequential nature of
Turing machine computation. �

It is well-known that there are continuous type-two func-
tionals which are not sequential, e.g.,

F (f; x) =

�
1 if f(x) = 1 or f(x+ 1) = 1
undefined otherwise

On the other hand, if we consider type-two functionals re-
stricted to total inputs, it has long been known that contin-
uous and sequential type-two functionals coincide, at least
since the time of Kleene’s work on the countable function-
als [10]. A proof of this result is given in the next section.
Note that early formulations of this result did not refer ex-
plicitly to sequential functionals as presented here, but to the
equivalent notion of computability in an oracle.

In the sequel, we will not be concerned with partial func-
tions or functionals, so we will use the term function to refer
to total functions, and the term functional to refer only to to-
tal type-two functionals with total function inputs.

3. Resource-bounded continuity and sequen-
tiality

The efficiency of continuous and sequential functionals
will be defined in terms of the amount of information they
must obtain about function inputs in order to produce an an-
swer. While this obviously must account for the number of
input values at which the function input must be queried, it
is also reasonable to also account for the actual size of input
values as well. This is formalized as follows.

Definition 3.1 Suppose F is a functional, x; y 2 N, and
c is a finite function. Then c is a y-certificate for F; x if
F (f; x) = y for every f � c. When the actual value y is
not important, we will just say that c is a certificate for F; x.
The size of a certificate c, denoted jcj, is�z2dom(c)jzjwhere
for x 2 N, jxj denotes the length of the dyadic notation of x
(so, in particular j0j = 0.)

Note: The definition of the size of a certificate is intended
to capture the cost of accessing a function input f in a black-
box manner, i.e., “how much” of f must be examined in or-
der to determine F (f; x). The given definition accounts not
only for the number of queries that must be made to f , but
also the size of the queries. This reflects our intuition that



it should be more costly to construct larger inputs at which
to query f . Note that our definition does not count the cost
of answers from f as part of the overall cost. This choice
is somewhat arbitrary. However, in the sequel we will nor-
mally bound the size of certificate uniformly in f , in such a
way that the cost of the size of answers from f may always
be accounted for in the bound.

The definition of continuity may now be rephrased using
certificates:

Proposition 3.1 A functional F is continuous iff for all
functions f and x; y 2 N, F (f; x) = y iff there is a y-
certificate c for F; x such that c � f .

By using certificate size, it is possible to define a more
refined version of continuity.

Definition 3.2 Suppose F;B are functionals. F is B-
continuous if for all functions f and x; y 2 N, F (f; x) = y

iff there is a y-certificate g for F; x such that g � f , and
jgj � B(f; x). In this case, we will also say that B is a
modulus of continuity for F . IfF is a collection of function-
als, then F is F-continuous if it is B-continuous for some
B 2 F .

We can also introduce a resource-bounded version of se-
quentiality, based on the notion of the length of a dialogue.

Definition 3.3 The length of a dialogue u =
hu0; : : : ; un�1i, between g and f , denoted juj, isPn�1

i=0

�� 1
2
g(u<i)

��
Definition 3.4 Suppose F;B are functionals. F is B-
sequential if there is a function g such that for all functions
f , F (f; x) = y iff gxjf = y via a dialogue u between gx
and f , such that juj � B(f; x). If F is a collection of func-
tionals, thenF isF-sequential if it is B-sequential for some
B 2 F .

Note: The motivation behind our definition of the length
of a dialogue is essentially the same as the for the definition
of the size of a certificate.

We now prove a general result relating resource-bounded
continuity and resource-bounded sequentiality.

Theorem 3.1 Any functional which is B-continuous is
�f�x:(B(f; x) � 2B(f;x))-sequential.

PROOF: Suppose F is B-continuous. Given f and x, for
0 � i � 2B(f;x) � 1, let ci be defined as follows:

ci(u) =

�
f(u) if u < i;
undefined otherwise.

Since F is B-continuous, it must be the case that some ci is
a certificate for F; x. Now we can design a g such that for
inputs f and x, gx successively queries f at 0; 1; : : : until it
has found ci � f which is a y-certificate for F; x, and then
returns y. Note that this results in a dialogue consisting of
at most 2B(f;x) queries, with each query having size at most
B(f; x). �

The method for constructing g in this proof is essentially
Kleene’s method of associates [10]. While it is perhaps just
a matter of stating the obvious, to our knowledge no mention
of the inefficiency of this construction is made in the com-
putability theory literature. However, once we have noted
this inefficiency, it is natural to ask whether a more efficient
construction is possible.

In the main result of this paper, we show that in general,
an efficient construction is not possible, by demonstrating
a B-continuous functional, which is not �f�x:(B(f; x))n-
sequential for any n � 0. Before proving this result, how-
ever, we show that in the case where the continuous func-
tional in question has a modulus functionalB which is itself
C-sequential, a construction which is efficient, relative toB
and C, is possible. This implies that, for a certain natural
class of moduli, continuity and sequentiality do coincide.

4. An efficient simulation

The result presented in this section is a generalization of
“Blum’s trick”, ([2], [6], [21]), which relates certificate size
and decision tree complexity for Boolean functions, to the
case of the type-two functionals considered here. A similar
proof is given in [8], but for a special case which is described
in detail below.

We begin with the following simple fact about certifi-
cates. The following simple fact about certificates will
prove essential in obtaining decision tree algorithms for
functions with bounded certificates:

Lemma 4.1 Suppose that cy is a y-certificate forF at x and
cz is a z-certificate forF at x and y 6= z. Then there is some
x 2 dom(cy) \ dom(cz) so that cy(x) 6= cz(x).

PROOF: If this were not the case, consider any h : N !

N so that cy [ cz � h. We have F (h; x) = y and F (h; x) =
z, a contradiction. �

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that F is B-continuous, and B is
C-sequential. Then F is �f�x:(C(f; x) + [B(f; x)]2)-
sequential.

PROOF (sketch): We must show that there is a function g
with the following properties.

1. For every f and x, gxjf = F (f; x).



2. For every f and x, the dialogueu between gx and f has
length bounded by C(f; x) + [B(f; x)]2.

We begin by using Blum’s trick to construct functions gx;s
with the following properties:

1. For every f andx, if there is a y-certificate forF; xwith
size bounded by s, then gx;sjf = y.

2. For every f and x, the dialogue u between gx;s and f
has length bounded by s2.

Once we are able to construct gx;s, we can then construct
g as follows: g, when given inputs f and x, first computes
B(f; x) via a dialogue of length C(f; x). This is possible
sinceB isC-sequential. Having done so, it then proceeds as
gx;B(f;x). To construct gx;s we define for some t � s+1, a
sequence g0; g1; : : : ; gt, of functions where g0 is the every-
where undefined function and gt = gx;s. By ui, 0 � i � s,
we will denote the initial segment of the dialogue between
gx;s and f which is determined by gi, and let f i � f be the
portion of f determined by gi. Fix an enumeration of all cer-
tificates for F; x of size at most s, such that all z certificates
appear before any (z+1)-certificates. We start by assuming
that t = s+ 1.

Suppose that gk�1 has been defined, where 1 � k � t.
Let c be the next certificate which is consistent with fk�1.
Suppose that c is a y-certificate. gk will be an extension
of gk�1 that is, for all proper initial segments u0 of uk�1,
gk(u

0) = gk�1(u
0). There are now three possible cases for

the definition of gk.
If there is a y-certificate c0 � fk�1, or if all the remain-

ing certificates consistent with fk�1 are y-certificates, then
gk(u

k�1) = 2y + 1, and t is set to k (i.e., the construction
terminates at this point.)

If neither of the preceding cases hold, gk is the exten-
sion of gk�1 determined by c. Suppose that dom(c) =
fx1; : : : ; xrg, r � s. Then gk(u

k�1) = 2x1 and for 1 �

i < r,

gk(u
k�1_hf(x1); : : : ; f(xi)i) = 2xi+1;

where _ denotes concatenation.
It remains to show that the construction always termi-

nates with a gt which produces an answer. Suppose that
F (f; x) = y, and that c� � f is a y-certificate for F at
x of size at most s. Suppose that we have not terminated
with a gt producing an answer before defining gs+1. Let ci,
1 � i � s be the certificate chosen at stage i of the con-
struction. By the construction must be the case that cs is a
z-certificate for some z � y (since the construction would
not allow us to get past c�.) Suppose first that z < y. Then
by lemma 4.1, there must be an xi 2 dom(ci) such that
ci(xi) 6= c�(xi). Moreover, by the construction each xi is
unique. Since jc�j � s, we must have that jdom(c�)j � s

and so c� � fs. But then by the construction gs+1 will pro-
duce an answer. Now suppose that z = y. A similar ar-
gument shows that all the remaining certificates consistent
with fs must be y-certificates, so that the construction again
will give a gs+1 which produces and answer.

Finally, we can see that at each stage of the construction
the length of the dialogue is extended by at most s (since
each certificate has size bounded by s.) So the overall length
of the dialogue between f and gx;s is bounded by s2. �

In [8], Kapron presents a class of functionals which
are feasibly continuous. Such functionals have certificates
whose size is feasible, or polynomial, in terms of the size of
the inputs f and x. Of course, it is not entirely clear what
it means to be polynomial in the size of a function f . One
approach is to work backwards from the situation presented
by type-one functions: a type-one function f has polyno-
mial growth rate if for some polynomial p, jf(x)j � p(jxj)
for all x. Thus we propose that to be polynomial in f and x
means to be bounded, for all f and x, by jF (f; x)j where F
is a functional with polynomial growth rate. Now it remains
to characterize the functionals with polynomial growth rate.
We begin with Mehlhorn’s [15] class of type-two, polyno-
mial time functionals, which we will denote BFF (see [3]
for an explanation of this terminology.) The following pre-
sentation of BFF is based on that of Townsend [22].

Definition 4.1 A rank (k; l) functional F is obtained by

� Composition from H;G1; : : : ; Gl if

F (~f; ~x) = H(~f;G1(~f; ~x); : : : ; Gl(~f; ~x); ~x)

� Expansion from G if

F (~f;~g; ~x; ~y) = G(~f ; ~x)

� Limited recursion on notation from G;H0; H1 and K
if

F (~f; ~x; 0) = G(~f; ~x)

F (~f; ~x; 2y) = H0(~f; ~x; y; F (~f; ~x; y)); y > 0

F (~f; ~x; 2y + 1) = H1(~f; ~x; y; F (~f; ~x; y))

jF (~f; ~x; y)j � jK(~f; ~x; y)j

Let fF1; : : : ; Fkg be a set of functionals. The class
BFF(fF1; : : : ; Fkg) of functionals basic feasible in
fF1; : : : ; Fkg is the smallest class containing all poly-time
(type-1) functions, F1; : : : ; Fk, and the application func-
tional Ap define by Ap(f; x) = f(x), which is closed
under composition, expansion and limited recursion on
notation. The class BFF of basic feasible functionals is
just BFF(;).



Note: The system of [22] was formulated for computa-
tion over strings. We have made the straightforward modifi-
cation to handle natural numbers. Also, we include all type-
1 poly-time functions as initial functions. This simplifies the
closure schemes required.

Certainly, if all functionals in BFF are polynomial time
computable, then they all have polynomial growth rate.
However, BFF adds an extra restriction, namely com-
putability, which is not essential. This restriction may be re-
laxed by allowing computation relative to a (type-one) ora-
cle with polynomial growth rate.. Thus we define the class
Poly1 of second-order polynomial bounds to be all func-
tionals of the form �f�x:jF (f; x)j, where F is a functional
for which there exists a (type-one) function g with poly-
nomial growth rate and a functional G 2 BFF such that
F (f; x) = G(g; f; x) for all f and x.

Note that every functional inPoly1 isPoly1-sequential,
so we can apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain:

Corollary 4.1.1 [8] Every Poly1-continuous functional is
Poly1-sequential.

5. A lower bound

ThePoly1-continuous functionals have the property that
they depend on only a feasible (polynomially bounded)
amount of information about their function inputs (relative
to some understanding of what it means to be polynomi-
ally bounded in a function.) It is possible to give a more
direct definition of continuous functionals which depend on
a polynomially bounded amount of information about their
function inputs using second-order polynomials, and the no-
tion of a size of a function.

Second-order polynomials were first introduced in [9],
where they were used to give an alternate characterization
of BFF.

Definition 5.1 A second-order polynomial over function
variables f1; f2; : : : ; fk and number variablesx1; x2; : : : ; xl
is one of the following:

1. A number constant n 2 N

2. A number variable xi

3. p+ q, where p and q are second-order polynomials

4. p � q, where p and q are second-order polynomials

5. fi(p), where p is a second-order polynomial.

If p is a second-order polynomial, f1; : : : ; fk : N ! N

and x1; : : : ; xl 2 N, then p(f1; : : : ; fk; x1; : : : ; xl) denotes
a value in N, defined in the obvious way.

Defining the size of a function f is somewhat trick-
ier. The basic idea is that we want a measure of the worst
(largest) output that could be produced by f for inputs of a
given size (see [9] for a discussion of this.)

Definition 5.2 For any function f : N ! N, the size of f ,
denoted jf j, is the function �n:maxjyj�n jf(y)j.

The following result from [9] shows the importance of
second-order polynomials in the characterization of type-
two polynomial time computability.

Theorem 5.1 [9] A functional is in BFF iff it is computed
by an oracle Turing machine M such that for all inputs f
and x,M ’s running time is bounded by a second-order poly-
nomial in jf j and jxj.

Let Poly2 be the set of all functionals of the form
�f�x:p(jf j; jxj), where p is a second-order polynomial.

It is not hard to see that there is no second-order poly-
nomial p such that the functional �f�x:jf j(jxj) is p-
continuous. If it were, there must be an ordinary polynomial
p such that for any 0-1 valued f , the value of jf j(jxj) is de-
termined by a certificate of size p(jxj). Choose an x0 such
that 2jx0j > p(jx0j). Let f0 = �x:0. Since jf0j(jx0j) = 0,
there must be a 0-certificate c0 � f0 for�f�x:jf j(jxj) at x0,
such that jc0j � p(jx0j). Now let g be any function such that
c0 � g but g(y) > 0 for some y such that jyj � jx0j. This is
possible by the choice ofx0. But now jgj(jx0j) > jf0j(jx0)j,
contradicting the fact that c0 is a certificate.

So we cannot apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain a result analo-
gous to Corollary 4.1.1 for the Poly2-continuous function-
als. In fact, there is a Poly2-continuous functional which is
not Poly2-sequential. The remainder of this section is de-
voted to demonstrating the existence of such a functional.

The functional FR defined below is closely related to a
Boolean function defined in [7], which is concerned with the
power of Boolean decision trees for computing search func-
tions.

The definition of FR depends on a version of Ramsey’s
theorem (see [5]). FR is defined in terms a a certain par-
tial colouring function defined on complete graphs (denoted
Kx):

Definition 5.3 For any function f and number x > 0, de-
fine the partial colouring function �f;x on Kx as follows:
suppose that the edges of Kx are numbered 1; 2; : : : ;

�
x

2

�
.

Then for 1 � i �
�
x

2

�

�f;x(i) =

�
0 if f(i) < 2x � 1 and even
1 if f(i) < 2x � 1 and odd

Note that if f(i) � 2x, then �f;x(i) is undefined. Given a
�f;x, we say that it has a monochromaticKk if there is a set



of k nodes such that �f;x colours the complete subgraph on
these nodes all 0 or all 1.

The functional FR (for “Ramsey functional”) is defined
as follows: FR(f; 0) = 0, and for x > 0,

FR(f; x) =

8>><
>>:

0 if �f;x has a monochromatic
Kk with k = 1

2
logx;

1 if �f;x has no monochromatic
Kk with k = 1

2
logx.

Theorem 5.2 FR is Poly2-continuous.

PROOF: We will show thatFR is �f�x:jxj2(jf j(2jxj)2+
jxj2)-continuous. First, suppose that FR(f; x) = 0.
Then there is a certificate, consisting of all the edges in the
monochromatic subgraph. Such a certificate will have size
bounded by jxj4, since there will be

�
x
2

�
� jxj2 values

in the domain of the certificate (one for each edge of the
monochromatic subgraph), and each value in the domain
of the certificate is no greater than

�
x
2

�
. Now suppose that

FR(f; x) = 1. We now appeal to a result of Ramsey theory
(see [5]) which states that any (total) 2-colouring of Kx has
a monochromatic Kk where k = 1

2
logx nodes. Hence, if

FR(f; x) = 1. it follows that �f;x is undefined for some i,
1 � i �

�
x
2

�
. Then is must be the case that f(i) � 2x � 1,

and so jf(i)j2 � x2 �
�
x
2

�
and jij � 2jxj. Thus there

is a certificate, consisting of all the edges of Kx, of size
jxj2jf j(2jxj)2. �

Before proving thatFR is notPoly2-sequential, we need
a simple result regarding the behaviour of sequential func-
tionals.

Proposition 5.1 Suppose F = Fg is a sequential func-
tional, f and f 0 are functions and x 2 N. Let Q =
Queries(g; f; x) and Q0 = Queries(g; f 0; x). If fQ = f 0Q0 ,
then g’s dialogue with f is identical to its dialogue with f 0.

Theorem 5.3 FR is not Poly2-sequential.

PROOF: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose thatF =
Fg , and that there is a second-order polynomial p such that
for every f and x, the dialogue between gx and f has length
bounded by p(jf j; jxj).

First note that there must be an ordinary polynomial p
such that for any 0-1 valued f , p(jf j; jxj) � p(jxj). Next,
by a lower bound on Ramsey numbers we have that for suf-
ficiently large x, there is a 2-colouring �0 of the complete
graph on x0:25 nodes with no monochromaticKk where k =
1
2
logx (see [5], Theorem 4.2.1.).

Choose an x0 for which such a �0 exists, and for which
x0:250 > p(jx0j). For any 0-1 valued input function f ,
jQueries(g; f; x0)j � p(x0) (*).

Consider any f0 for which f0(z) 2 f0; 1g for all z 2

Queries(g; f0; x0). By Proposition 5.1 and the definition of

�f0;x0 it must be the case that for any such f0, F (f0; x0) =
gx0 jf0 = 0. But by Proposition 5.1 and (*), it is also the case
that for any such f0, gx0 can query f0 at no more than p(jx0j)

different inputs, where p(x0) < x0:250 <
�
x0:25
0

2

�
. Combin-

ing this fact with the existence of the 2-colouring�0, we can
construct such a f0 for which Fg(f0; x0) = 1. Namely, f0
will correspond to a colouring which uses �0 to colour the
edges revealed to gx0 , but leaves the colour of some remain-
ing edge undefined. This gives us the required contradiction.
�

Note: This result could in fact be strengthened to show
that any sequential algorithm for computing FR(f; x) must
query f at exponentially many inputs. A proof will be given
in the full paper.

6. Related results

All the results of this paper pertain to full collections of
functionals at type level two. We have not addressed the
issue of how effective versions of these collections are re-
lated. This question has been considered by Royer [19]. He
defines an effective version of the Poly1-continuous func-
tionals, using the notion of a poly-time associate. The effec-
tive version of thePoly1-sequential functionals is justBFF
itself. Royer shows that if the effective Poly1-continuous
functionals coincide with BFF, then there is a polynomial
time algorithm for factoring integers.

7. Conclusions and future work

The relationship between continuity and sequentiality
has long been an issue in the theory of computability for
higher-type functions, and recent work has shed more light
on the issue, in particular for total functionals. The work
presented here formalizes the idea that, even in cases where
classes of functionals coincide in terms of expressive power
they may differ when considerations about efficiency are
taken into account. We have shown that techniques from or-
dinary complexity theory may be applied fruitfully in this
area.

This paper presents a starting-point for a number of possi-
ble threads of investigation. At type level two, a fuller inves-
tigation of the efficiency of various models of computation
are possible. The relationship between bounded continu-
ity, and computability with bounded nondeterminism should
be more clearly delineated, perhaps in terms of a version
of PCF++ with a bounded 9 operator. Some of these is-
sues will be dealt with in the full version of this paper. At
higher types, we can investigate the recent results by Berger,
Plotkin and Normann relating effective continuity and PCF
definability with respect to efficiency. In another direction,



it should be possible to develop some sort of complexity the-
ory for computation over the sequential functionals of van
Oosten and Longley. In short, recent developments in the
theory of higher-type computability raise quite a number of
interesting problems in the theory of higher-type complex-
ity.
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